Teeth Straightening
Orthodontics can be a great way of straightening
your teeth and improving your smile without the more
destructive option of crowns and bridges. Our primary
focus in this context is on correcting anterior crowding.
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Clear aligners

A wonderful way to straighten your teeth:
• removable
• comfortable
• nearly invisible.
This system uses a series of custom-made clear trays to gradually align
teeth. The number of trays and length of treatment varies according to the
complexity of the case. The more crowding you have, the more trays needed
to align your teeth.
We can show you digitally how your teeth will gradually align as you wear
each aligner.
The advantage of this system is that trays are clear and are therefore almost
invisible.
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Fixed tooth coloured braces

Here we bond ceramic brackets to your teeth at different positions and a
fine arch wire is used to move the teeth to different positions. All sorts of
tooth movement can be achieved with fixed appliances, including space
closure, correcting irregular bites and twisted teeth.
You can barely see the brackets and wires. Movement of front teeth can be
very quick. We use Simply Smile and direct ceramic bonding.

Treatment planning

If you are interested in having your teeth straightened, we will take a series
of photographs and some impressions to make plaster models of your teeth.
We can then discuss various options available to you to straighten your
teeth.
Costs are very affordable and can be spread over the year or you can
take advantage of one of our finance options. Costs very according to
the complexity of the case but typically, for upper and lower arches, are
approximately:
• Clear aligners (upper & lower teeth) from £2,800.00
In order to assess
your suitability for
treatment and what
is right for you,
come in and see
Sal, our Treatment
Coordinator, for a
free consultation to
discuss your
treatment options.
Please pop in or
telephone to book
a time for a chat.
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• Fixed ceramic brackets (upper & lower teeth) from £2,800.00
Costs can be spread over the year with incremental payments upon each
visit. We also offer finance options.

Cosmetic bonding

If you have wear and misshaped teeth, we may consider cosmetic bonding
in addition to orthodontic treatment to produce an enhanced aesthetic
result. This involves bonding white filling material to your teeth.
We can discuss this option with you when we are treatment planning.

Teeth whitening

Having straightened your teeth, you may like to have your teeth whitened.
We offer orthodontic patients a discounted rate for home whitening.

